
The No-Bubble TURP Irrigation set is the result of input from a number of skilled experienced urology nurses and 
medical practitioners. 

Made of extra soft material, the tubing rests snuggly on the drapes and the drip chambers are effortlessly filled with 
irrigation fluid. 

The spikes are positioned close to the bag for easy de-aeration, and both lines are clearly colour coded and easily 
separated, allowing for the pinch clamps to be moved just under the drip chambers. This makes it easily visible for 
when patients undergo continuous bladder irrigation in the post-operative period. 

The colour coded pinch clamps are large enough to be opened and closed using only one hand and are placed in the 
sterile field during operation to allow the scrub nurse or surgeon to change from one irrigation bag to another without 
interrupting the procedure or the need for the circulating nurse’s instant presence. 

The drip chambers are equipped with water dispersers to reduce kinetic energy and number of bubbles during rapid 
irrigation. 

The entire set is made of DEHP-free material to reduce the impact of disposal on the environment.

No Bubble TURP Irrigation set
For Uninterrupted Resection and Precision Infusion

The softer drip chamber is easier to squeeze 

even if irrigating fluid is cold. 

Bubbles and fogging are eliminated by 
perforations in the dispersing tube that flow 
evenly along the walls, while maintaining a 
good flow rate.

Colour coded clamps help to identify the bag 

that is been drained

The Spike is attached directly to the drip 
chamber making piercing of the bag easier.
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The clamps are located in the sterile field. The 
switch from an empty to a full bag is done either 
by a scrub sister or the surgeon. This allows 
uninterrupted resection and saves operating 
time.
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Post-Operative

Double barrel tubing can be easily separated 
after the procedure and clamps conveniently 
moved just under the drip chamber to facilitate 
post-operative irrigation

*Only available in selected countries
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